Front Loader
The LA1065 front loader is Performance-Matched to MX4800,
MX5200 and MX5800
ensuring precise operation and improved productivity. The high lift
capacity and lift height deliver impressive performance with each
load, and the single-lever joystick control makes operation easy. The
series valve provides dual function ability allowing lift and bucket
circuit simultaneous operation. And the regenerative dump circuit
provides fast bucket dump times.

Single-Lever Joystick
Joystick offers you the ability to control the movement and speed of
the loader with a single lever. The Series Circuit makes simultaneous
boom and bucket operation possible, while the Regressive Bucket
Dump Circuit enables dumping for efficient operation with quick
cycle times.

High-quality Cylinders
The LA1065 loader features high-quality, heavy-duty cylinders to
bring more muscle to your loader work. The durable plating offers
impressive pressure resistance and achieves superior rust protection.

2-Lever Quick Coupler
The Quick Coupler is now standard equipment for fast and easy
attach/detach of attachments, such as buckets and bale spears, and the
hydraulic tubes are enclosed within the rounded boom for protection
and a tidy look.

4-Bar Linkage
The 4-bar bucket linkage increases the rollback and dump of material
angles for quick scooping and dumping.

Protected Hoses
The hydraulic hoses are neatly tucked inside the right side loader
boom to protect from wear and tear.

Easy to Service
Grease zerks are on the end of pivot points for easy access.

Backhoe
The BH92 Backhoe is Performance-Matched with the MX-Series to
deliver more power and greater capacity with over 9 feet of digging
depth.

Hydraulic Thumb
The handy engine throttle is conveniently positioned next to the
steering wheel. Throttle up easily when you need that extra power to
get out of tight situations or when hauling that extra load.
Quick Coupler Bucket (Optional)
With our optional quick coupler, changing buckets is a snap. This is
the perfect option for those who do a lot of bucket work and
frequently change bucket types.

Wide Legroom
The full-flat deck delivers optimal legroom for maximum operator
comfort.

Quick Attach/Detach (no tools required)
Attaching and detaching is quick and simple, and the hoses are routed
through the backhoe arm for a cleaner appearance and better
protection.

Angle of Departure
Industry leading angle of departure provides for the exceptional
clearance in uneven work surfaces and no trail dragging when
loading units on a trailer.

Heavy Duty Subframe
The backhoe attaches to the tractor via a subframe that ties the
tractor's loader mounting rear angles and ROPs structures to the
backhoe for a very easy mounting and structural integrity of the
tractor/backhoe.

Curved Boom Design
The curved boom serves three distinct purposes. It provides more
clearance over obstacles, and closer digging to the backhoe. The arch
of the boom also clears the sideboards of a truck easier, allowing you
to position materials closer to the center.

